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 Bunds made further losses at the longer end of the curve as the euro area 
unemployment rate fell to a series low and German retail sales rebounded 
moderately in July following significant weakness in Q2.  

 Gilts underperformed significantly yet again as markets appeared to remain 
extremely uneasy about policies advocated by Liz Truss, who remains 
highly likely to become UK Prime Minister next week. 

 Friday will bring new data for euro area producer price inflation and German 
goods trade.    
 

Daily bond market movements 

Bond Yield Change 

BKO 0.4 09/24 1.152 -0.015 

OBL 1.3 10/27 1.363 -0.012 

DBR 1.7 08/32 1.558 +0.025 

UKT 1 04/24 3.050 +0.082 

UKT 1¼ 07/27 2.809 +0.068 

UKT 4¼ 06/32 2.881 +0.086 

*Change from close as at 4:30pm BST. 
Source: Bloomberg 

Euro area 

Unemployment rate down to series low in July thanks to rebound in tourism 

At the ECB’s most recent monetary policy meeting in July, the Governing Council took comfort from the continued strength of 
the labour market, noting the historically low rate of unemployment, elevated level of vacancies and evidence of a pick-up in 
wage growth. Today’s figures revealed that the unemployment rate fell to a series low at the start of Q3, although the decline 
of 0.1ppt came from an upwardly revised prior month, and so the rate of 6.6% was no lower than previously thought to be the 
case in May. The rebound in services activity, not least tourism, supported further declines in joblessness in several holiday 
hotspots. Indeed, the biggest improvement was recorded in Greece (down a marked 0.9ppt to 11.4%, the lowest since 
2010), with marginal further declines in Italy (7.9%, where the number of jobless workers fell below 2mn for the first time in 
eleven years), France (7.5%) and Portugal (5.9%). However, in contrast, most labour markets in northern European showed 
no improvement or indeed weakened (e.g. the Netherlands’ unemployment rate rose for a third month to 3.6% with the 
number of jobless workers up to the highest since January). And we expect the trend in Southern Europe to turn for the 
worse once the summer holiday season comes to an end too.  
 

While recession beckons, tight job market will support hawks’ case for a jumbo rate hike 

Admittedly, earlier in the summer, the labour market had undeniably become tight, with survey evidence of skill shortages 
tallying with a rise in the number of job vacancies in Q2 to a series high. However, upwards pressure on nominal wage 
growth in most countries was still relatively modest, suggesting still limited second-round effects on prices from the labour 
market and leaving real pay growth firmly in negative territory. So, despite evidence of stronger pricing power for firms, 
workers still appeared hesitant to demand higher pay. Surveys suggest that labour shortages persist in certain sectors, e.g. 
construction. But others, e.g. wholesale and retail trade, are flagging the likelihood of redundancies. Today’s final euro area 
manufacturing PMIs left the output (46.5) and new orders (43.3) indices firmly in contractionary territory. And while the 
employment index (52.8) remained consistent with rising headcounts for the time being, it was also the lowest since the 
lockdowns at the start of 2021. With increasing likelihood of a broad-based downturn over coming months, the jobs market 
seems likely to soften from now on. That, however, is unlikely to deter the ECB’s hawks from pressing ahead with a jumbo 
75bps rate hike next week, and perhaps in October too. Indeed, the historically low unemployment rate will provide sufficient 
cover for substantive tightening. And they will also argue that, while the flattening of the Phillips curve over recent decades 
allowed the ECB to run the economy above its potential level before inflationary pressures emerged, it would also now 
require a significant economic contraction and increase in unemployment to reduce inflation back to target.     
 

Euro area: Unemployment rates  

 
Source: Refinitiv, Destatis and Daiwa Capital Markets Europe Ltd. 

Euro area: Unemployment and vacancy rates* 

 
*Vacancy rate is the number of vacancies as a share of the sum of occupied 

posts and vacancies. Source: Refinitiv and Daiwa Capital Markets Europe Ltd. 
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German retail sales volumes up at start of Q3, but trend still weak as inflation erodes real incomes 

Having dropped a steep 3.6%Q/Q in Q2, German retail sales volumes rebounded somewhat at the start of Q3. Growth of 
1.9%M/M took the level of retail sales 1.3% above the Q2 average, and was led by sales of food items, with non-food sales 
little changed on the month. Nevertheless, retail sales volumes were still down 3.5% from March’s high for the year to-date, 
and also fell 5.5%Y/Y to be almost 7% below the pandemic peak in June 2021. And with the volume of sales also down 
1.9%3M/3M, and consumer confidence having hit a new series low last month with households reporting a marked increase 
in desire to save rather than spend, growth in July seems likely to represent a mere pause in the downtrend rather than a 
sudden turn for the better. Of course, with real disposable incomes eroded by high inflation, household saving looks 
increasingly challenging. Indeed, rapid price increases mean that nominal retail sales growth was again strong in July, up 
2.4%M/M and 6.1%Y/Y to match the series high recorded in March. And with inflation set to rise further over coming months, 
consumers are likely to spend more to buy less. 
 

The day ahead in the euro area  

Looking ahead to tomorrow, euro area PPI data for July will offer further insight into producer price pressures. The massive 
upside surprise to the German figures, related to gas and electricity market strains, points to a further rise in the euro area 
rate from 35.8%Y/Y in June. That would suggest the likelihood that firms will continue to seek to pass on to consumers their 
increased costs over coming months. However, Tuesday’s Commission survey suggested that firms in all major sectors had 
moderated their inflation expectations for the coming year, likely reflecting some easing of supply challenges, expectations of 
softer demand and a reduced capacity of customers to tolerate higher prices. Meanwhile, Germany’s latest goods trade data 
are likely to report a fall in the value of exports in July for the first time in four months. With imports probably up again, that 
will likely narrow the goods trade surplus by about €1.7bn to €4.6bn.  
 

UK 

The day ahead in the UK 

The week ends on a quiet note in the UK, with no key economic data scheduled for release tomorrow. 

 
  

Euro area: Negotiated wages 

 
Source: Refinitiv and Daiwa Capital Markets Europe Ltd. 

Germany: Retail sales  

 
Source: Refinitiv and Daiwa Capital Markets Europe Ltd. 
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European calendar 
Today’s results 

Economic data 

Country  Release Period Actual 
Market consensus/ 

Daiwa forecast 
Previous Revised 

Euro area  Final manufacturing PMI Aug 49.6 49.7 49.8 - 

  Unemployment rate % Jul 6.6 6.6 6.6 6.7 

Germany  Retail sales M/M% (Y/Y%) Jul 1.9 (-5.5) -0.1 (-6.5) -1.5 (-9.6) -1.5 (-9.6) 

  Final manufacturing PMI Aug 49.1 49.8 49.3 - 

France  Final manufacturing PMI Aug 50.6 49.0 49.5 - 

  New car registrations Y/Y% Aug 3.8 - -7.1 - 

Italy  Manufacturing PMI Aug 48.0 48.1 48.5 - 

  Unemployment rate % Jul 7.9 8.1 8.1 8.0 

  Final GDP Q/Q% (Y/Y%) Q2 1.1 (4.7) 1.0 (4.6) 0.1 (6.2) - 

  New car registrations Y/Y% Aug 9.9 - -0.9 - 

Spain  Manufacturing PMI Aug 49.9 48.5 48.7 - 

  New car registrations Y/Y% Aug 9.1 - -12.5 - 

UK  Nationwide house price index M/M% (Y/Y%) Aug 0.8 (10.0) 0.1 (8.9) 0.1 (11.0) 0.2 (-) 

  Final manufacturing PMI Aug 47.3 46.0 52.1 - 

Auctions  

  Country  Auction 

France  sold €4.41bn of 1.50% 2031 bonds at an average yield of 1.94% 

  sold €3.50bn of 2.00% 2032 bonds at an average yield of 2.21% 

  sold €2.10bn of 1.25% 2038 bonds at an average yield of 2.52% 

Spain  sold €1.70bn of 0.00% 2025 bonds at an average yield of 1.81% 

  sold €1.68bn of 2.55% 2032 bonds at an average yield of 2.81% 

  sold €1.59bn of 1.90% 2052 bonds at an average yield of 3.33% 

  sold €415mn of 0.70% 2033 index-linked bonds at an average yield of 0.61% 

UK  sold £2.00bn of  0.875% 2046 bonds at an average yield of 3.22% 

 Source: Bloomberg and Daiwa Capital Markets Europe Ltd. 

Tomorrow’s  releases 

Economic data 

Country  BST Release 
Period 

 

Market 

consensus/ 

Daiwa forecast 

Previous 

 

Euro area  10.00 PPI M/M% (Y/Y%) Jul 2.6 (35.9) 1.1 (35.8) 

Germany  07.00 Trade balance €bn Jul 4.6 6.3 

Spain  08.00 Unemployment change ‘000s Aug - 3.2 

Auctions and events 

- Nothing scheduled - 

Source: Bloomberg and Daiwa Capital Markets Europe Ltd. 
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Access our research blog at: 

https://www.uk.daiwacm.com/ficc-research/recent-blogs 

This research report is produced by Daiwa Securities Co. Ltd., and/or its affiliates and is distributed by Daiwa Capital Markets Europe Limited. Daiwa Capital Markets Europe Limited is authorised 

and regulated by The Financial Conduct Authority and is a member of the London Stock Exchange and Eurex Exchange. Daiwa Capital Markets Europe Limited and its affiliates may, from time to 

time, to the extent permitted by law, participate or invest in other financing transactions with the issuers of the securities referred to herein (the “Securities”), perform services for or solicit business 

from such issuers, and/or have a position or effect transactions in the Securities or options thereof and/or may have acted as an underwriter during the past twelve months for the issuer of such 

securities. In addition, employees of Daiwa Capital Markets Europe Limited and its affiliates may have positions and effect transactions in such securities or options and may serve as Directors of 

such issuers. Daiwa Capital Markets Europe Limited may, to the extent permitted by applicable UK law and other applicable law or regulation, effect transactions in the Securities before this material 

is published to recipients.  

This publication is intended for investors who are MiFID 2 Professional (or equivalent) Clients and should not therefore be distributed to such Retail Clients. Should you enter into investment 

business with Daiwa Capital Markets Europe’s affiliates outside the United Kingdom, we are obliged to advise that the protection afforded by the United Kingdom regulatory system may not apply; in 

particular, the benefits of the Financial Services Compensation Scheme may not be available. 

Daiwa Capital Markets Europe Limited has in place organisational arrangements for the prevention and avoidance of conflicts of interest. Our conflict management policy is available at 

http://www.uk.daiwacm.com/about-us/corporate-governance-regulatory. Regulatory disclosures of investment banking relationships are available at 

https://daiwa3.bluematrix.com/sellside/Disclosures.action. 

Explanatory Document of Unregistered Credit Ratings 

This report may use credit ratings assigned by rating agencies that are not registered with Japan’s Financial Services Agency pursuant to Article 66, Paragraph 27 of the Financial Instruments and 

Exchange Act. Please review the relevant disclaimer regarding credit ratings issued by such agencies at:  

https://lzone.daiwa.co.jp/l-zone/disclaimer/creditratings.pdf 

IMPORTANT 

This report is provided as a reference for making investment decisions and is not intended to be a solicitation for investment. Investment decisions should be made at your own discretion and risk. 

Content herein is based on information available at the time the report was prepared and may be amended or otherwise changed in the future without notice. We make no representations as to the 

accuracy or completeness. Opinions [and/or estimates] reflect a judgment as at the date of publication and are subject to change without notice. Daiwa Capital Markets Europe Limited retains all 

rights related to the content of this report, which may not be redistributed or otherwise transmitted without prior consent. 
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